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Student health 
a top priority 
The University 
encourages students to 
stay healthy by 
making use of 
on-campus health 
services | Page 5 
Friend or foe 
Columnist Sean 
Lutzman ponders how 
the U.S. should deal 
with China now that 
the Olympics are over 
| Page 4 
Film's success 
boosted by 
death of actor 
The Dark Knight' was 
a huge summer hit. but 
did the death of actor 
Heath Ledgef help fuel 
the success of the film? 
Columnist Marisha 
Pietrowski believes so 
| Page 4 
New Jersey dog 
keeps bears 
at bay 
A cocker spaniel-poo- 
dle mix kept a mother 
and two cubs from 
entering its owner's 
yard | Page 8 
Democratic 
convention 
begins 
Sen. Edward Kennedy 
and Michelle Obama 
start the events off 
with speeches and 
appearances | Page 5 
Starting QB: 
round two 
After a rough end 
to the 2007 season. 
Tyler Sheehan looks to 
improve his game and 
stun opponents, 
starting with Pittsburgh 
| P.ige 6 
■  Who would be your 
vice-presidential 
running mate? « 
i 
MIKESCHMITT 
Freshman. Video Production 
"Steve from 'Blues 
Clues' cause he can 
solve problems." 
| Page 4 
TODAY 
Sunny 
High: 79. Low: 57 
' V 
TOMORROW 
Partly Cloudy 
High: 80, Low: 60 
Obama camp banking hopes on youth vote 
By Tim Sampson 
Executive Editor 
In the heart of Republican domi- 
nated Northwest Ohio, the Barack 
Obama campaign is niming to 
Bowling Green — and more spe- 
cifically its ample supply of col- 
lege-aged voters — as an island of 
support in a sea of conservatism. 
After opening up a field office 
in Bowling Green earlier this 
month, volunteers and staffers 
for the Obama presidential cam- 
paign were out canvassing the 
city and campus communities 
this past weekend during move- 
in. But the presidential campaign 
of lohn McCain is hoping a solid 
Republican base outside of the 
campus will lead to victory. 
Nearly 40 volunteers took to the 
streets all day Saturday and Sunday 
to register several hundred vot- 
ers, said k, ii n\ I Bazbaz, the Obama 
campaign's Northwest Ohio com- 
munications director. Volunteers 
even trolled around Main and 
WboMB Streets on Saturday night 
into the early hours of Sunday morn- 
ing looking for potential voters. 
Why all the attention for Bowling 
Green? The prize for the Obama 
campaign is the youth vote — par- 
ticularly the nearly 16,500 students 
on BGSU's main campus. 
"Our campaign in Ohio is really 
focusing on the student vote and 
on college campuses," Bazbaz said. 
"They are particularly important to 
the campaign." 
And the votes of 16,000 college 
students can mean a lot to Obama 
in a state where Democrats lost the 
presidential election by just 118,601 
votes in 2001. 
The Obama campaign has already 
helped encourage record turnout 
among voters under 30. According 
toRockrheVfoteandORCLEICenter 
for Information & Research on Civic 
learning & Engagement), voter 
turnout among 18 to 29 year olds 
doubled or tripled in almost every 
state primary and caucus. 
But there is one problem with 
Obama pinning all his hopes 
on young voters to carry him 
to electoral victory, said David 
lackson, an associate professor in 
the University's political science 
department. Despite record rum 
out among young voters recently, 
they still represent the smallest age 
demographic among voters. 
lackson is quick to criticize the 
conventional wisdom that young 
voters failed both Howard Dean and 
lohn Kerry in 2004. Young voters 
did rum out in record numbers that 
year, he said, but so did aD other age 
groups, so the effect was minimized. 
"It has been seen in the past 
as a bit of a problem for candi- 
dates expecting huge increases in 
youth voter turnout," lackson said, 
explaining why he thinks some 
pundits unwisely write off the 18 
See OBAMA qe 2 
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CAMPUS GETS A FACELIFT: The University's beautification program has become mosl noticeable around the Harshman and 
Kreischer quadrangles with the landscaping of the entrances and surrounding terrain. 
Strokes of Genius: 
PAINTING 
A NEW CAMPUS PICTURE 
USG and administration push for University upgrades 
By Christio K.rn.r 
Reporter 
Sidewalks, landscaping and 
painting are a just a few exam- 
ples of what the administra- 
tion is doing to improve the 
appearance of campus. 
The Undergraduate Student 
Government pushed for 
the committee known as 
"Campus Beautification" that 
will be working on improving 
the image of the campus. 
"This has turned out to be 
our biggest victory thus far 
and it has been taken to the 
next level," said USG President 
lohn Waynick. 
The committee will be 
focusing on what needs to 
be improved and finding pri- 
vate donors to help fund the 
project. 
"It's been a constant push 
for the student government," 
Waynick said. 
The residence halls have 
had improvements since stu- 
dents left last spring semester. 
"We want everyone to take 
pride in our campus," said 
Director of Residence Life 
Michael Griffel. 
There was a $900,000 elec- 
tric upgrade in McDonald I lull 
and repairs were done on the 
loading dock and sidewalks. 
Students may also notice 
newly painted hand railings 
and new doors on the sorority 
cottages. 
"Wearelookingto what helps 
facilitate community and aca- 
demic success," Griffel said. 
Other improvements 
include suite furniture in 
Pounders, new kitchens and 
carpeting in fraternity houses 
and new dressers and carpets 
in Harshman. 
"It's all about how do we 
meet students' needs," Griffel 
said. 
USG is also looking to 
improve the overall look of 
campus and has made a list of 
problem areas. 
Entrances and exits are one 
of the main concerns. 
"There is nothing hanging 
SP« 
on the overpasses and the 
exits are very unattractive," 
Waynick said. 
The Grounds Department 
focuses on certain areas of 
campus known as focal points 
that would draw someone's 
eye to a certain spot. 
"An example of this would 
be the University seal or 
where two sidewalks come 
together," said Brian Benner, 
associate vice president for 
administration work. 
Various mounds have been 
placed to create focal points 
throughout campus. Plants 
and landscaping have also 
helped emphasize the 50 dif- 
ferent focal points on campus. 
Another major project is 
along Wooster Street by I-ot 6 
where si x mou nds were placed 
to improve the campus look 
from 1-75, Benner said. 
The administration invests 
$250,000 every two years to 
repair sidewalks and is also 
focusing on repairing roofs. 
Other improvements 
include  repairing  the  bell 
'BEAUTY | Page 2 
BEAUTIFICATION: BY THE NUMBERS 
20% 
The percentage 
of trees on 
campus that 
are ash 
250k 
The total cost 
of an electri- 
cal uprgrade in 
McDonald 
250k 
The amount 
spent on sidewalk 
upgrades every 
two years 
333k 
The amount 
spent on new 
suite furniture 
in Rodgers 
r after having to compete for a starting 
fback Tyler Sheehan has a firm hold on 
e position - and he's getting bettt 
_ 
I 
e Knowle 
is power 
Q & A with six of the 
University's student leaders 
By Kyi. R.ynold. 
Senior Reporter 
JOSH BENNER 
Major: Philosophy 
Hometown: Westerville 
How did you got involved 
with IFC?: "I started going to 
meetings as a sophomore and 
thought the organization had lots 
of potential" Previous positions 
include scholarship chairman and 
vice-president of service and 
involvement. 
Goals for IFC: "To have solid 
recruitment and looking to 
improve scholarship throughout 
IFC." 
Why join IFC?:  It is a good 
way for men in fraternities to be a 
part of something that effects the 
entire Greek community and it is 
also a great way to network with 
other Greeks and adminlltration" 
Advice for freshman: "I encour- 
. age all freshmen to explore Greek 
life. It's not for everyone but a 
good fraternity or sorority can 
really affect a person's life." 
Hobbles: Writing, thinking and 
weightlifting 
What did you do this sum- 
mer?: "I took five classes so 
I studied, went to class and 
weightlifted." 
EMMANUALGUILLORY 
Hometown: Lufkin. Texas 
How did you get involved with 
GSS?: "I was involved in student 
government as an undergrad [at 
Texas A&M]. Government has 
always been a passion of mine." 
Goals for GSS: "To address our 
list of our top 10 concerns and 
build more community between 
graduate students. 
Why join GSS?: "Our University 
is facing some challenges, and 
now is the time for graduate stu- 
dents to step up and insure our 
issues are at the forefront. 
Advice for incoming gradu- 
ate students: "Meet someone 
outside your department, take 
advantage of Ohio and what the 
surrounding area has to offer and 
Josh Benner 
Senior. 
nter-Fraternity 
Council President 
Emmanual 
Guillory 
Second Year Master 
student. Graduate 
Student Senate 
President 
get the educational experience 
you need" 
Hobbies: "Working out. 
music, hanging out and having 
a good time." 
What did you do this sum- 
mer?: "Working bird in GSS. and 
I also had two practicum's and was 
taking an LSAT class" 
DERRICK COLEMAN 
Major International Business and 
Apparel Merchandising 
Hometown: Detroit 
How did you get involved with 
BSU?: "I got involved last year 
when the president asked me if I 
wanted to do public relations for 
the group." 
Goals for BSU: "To really com- 
memorate our 40th anniversary, 
have a bigger fashion show and 
more campus involvement from 
everyone. People think BSU is 
exclusive to black students, but we 
want to include anyone. 
Why join BSU?: "Good times, 
friends and good opportuni- 
ties like community service. You 
get to do a lot and network with 
administration, and you are put 
into contact with a lot of other 
organizations." 
Advice for freshmen: "Get 
involved and make the most of it. 
Don't go excessive though like I 
did [holding executive positions 
in three organizations] but get 
involved and learn time manage- 
See LEADERS | Page 2 
Big plans for the University's 
hundreth birthday 
"We would like ByGinaPotthoff 
Managing Editor 
"A legacy of excellence. A future 
without limits." This is the slo- 
gan the Centennial Anniversary 
Commission chose to sum 
up the first 100 years of the 
University's existence and 
what's to come. 
The committee started meet- 
ing in November to plan the 
events that will take place 
throughout the 2010 academ- 
ic year in celebration of the 
University's 100th anniversary, 
which officially occurs on Nov. 
10,2010. 
Committee Co-chair Larry 
Weiss has worked for the 
University a number of years 
and wants to make this centen- 
nial celebration count. 
"There's only going to be one 
of these," Weiss said. 
He said the committee is 
working on a master calendar, 
and he expects homecoming 
to make this 
a community 
celebration..." 
Larry Weiss j Centennial Committee 
2010 to be the social highlight 
of the centennial year and Nov. 
10 to be the academic highlight 
as the official date BGSU was 
founded. 
"We would like to make this 
a community celebration, not 
just a University celebration," 
he said. 
The committee, which con- 
tinues to grow in size from its 
original 43 members, divided 
into seven subcommittees: 
community and business, mar- 
keting and public relations, stu- 
dent events, University events, 
academic, alumni/donor and 
See BIRTHDAY | Page 2 
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LEADERS 
From Page 1 
ment 
Hobbies: Watching TMZ, playing 
and listening to music, cooking and 
fashion. 
What did you do this sum- 
mer?:  May through June I 
worked for BGSU's Alumm and 
fnends Weekend (June 20 22) 
I visited Chicago and I worked 
"as an intern at Exclusive Styles in 
Dearborn. Mich" 
NATHAN OLMEDA 
Major 'Human Development and 
Family Studies 
Hometown: Cleveland 
How did you get involved with 
LSU?: "As a freshman my RA 
invited me and a group of people 
from my hall to the meetings and 
I went to them on and off fresh- 
man year. Sophomore year it 
©ecame more like a family and I 
*vas dedicated to it." 
Goals for LSU: "To live out our 
mission statement, which states that 
our purpose is to stimulate com- 
mon interest, insure civil liberties 
and improve quality of life for all 
Why join LSU?:  We are very 
inclusive with ethnicity, race, gender 
and sexual orientation. We are also 
a very family based organization 
smrc family is the basis for Latino 
Culture 
Advice for freshmen: "Go with 
whatever interests you and dig 
deep beciusp that is where you will 
find people who will be the closest 
to you 
Hobbies  Music 
What did you do this summer?: 
.*..  m Bowling Green and worked 
itlhi Rookstore and was getting 
•  t Latmo Heritage Month 
[Sept l5toO ' 
JOHNWAYNICK 
Major Accounting and Finance 
Hometown: Troy. Mich. 
How did you get involved with 
USG?:   I originally started out as 
i senator freshman year and then 
treasurer. I have an interest in deal- 
>sues students care about." 
Goals for USG: Campus beau- 
n and investigating cost- 
; textbook options 
Why join USG?: "To make a posi- 
tive difference for Bowling Green 
Jniversity students in the 
I and into the future." 
Advice for freshmen: "If you're 
; to play hard, you have to 
■ irder. 
Hobbies: Playing sports, working 
out and hangingnxit 
I 
Derrick 
Coleman 
Sophomore. Black 
Student Union 
Vice President 
Nathan Olmeda 
Senior. Latino 
Student Union 
President 
John Waynick 
Junior. 
Undergraduate 
Student 
Government 
President 
Scott Loehrke 
Junior, University 
Activities 
Organization 
President 
What did you do this summer?: 
"Working on ihe zoning laws [peti- 
tion to increase the number of 
occupants in a home in Bowling 
Green] and an internship at a mar- 
keting firm in Toledo." 
SCOTTLOEHRKE 
Major: Journalism 
Hometown: Ottawa 
How did you get involved with 
UAO?: When I was a junior or 
senior [in high school] I heard 
Dashboard Confessional was com- 
ing to BG. and I knew I want to be 
involved with the organization that 
was putting it on. So when I was a 
freshman I looked for UAO's table 
at Campus Fest and signed up." 
Goats for UAO: "To appeal to a 
wide variety of students and have 
diversity in our events. 
Why join UAO?:  Students 
should join if they are ready for a 
challenge, looking to have fun and 
in order to develop over the next 
four years. 
Advice for freshmen: "The 
people you hang out with the 
first weekend will probably be the 
people you hang out with for the 
first few months so choose your 
friends wisely. -^ 
Hobbies: My dog. music and 
Falcon athletics 
What dm you do this summer?: 
"I worked here as an intern for the 
Office of Campus Activities, took 
a full load of classes and saw some 
concerts." 
BIRTHDAY 
From Page 1 
athletics. 
According to Weiss, former 
President Sidney Ribeau is 
still excited about the upcom- 
ing anniversary and the events 
planned. 
"One of the last things 
[Ribeau] said to me before he 
left was 'I sure hope I get invited 
back for some of these things,'" 
Weiss said. 
While Ribeau was supportive 
and obtained the budget the 
committee needed to get start- 
ed, Weiss said Interim President 
Carol Cartwright is also getting 
onboard witli the plans. 
"She's very excited about this," 
Weiss said. 
Dean of Students Jill Can 
chairs the only subcommittee 
with student involvement and 
' thinks the student events plan- 
ning subcommittee is generat- 
ing some great ideas. 
"The students on the commit- 
tee are wonderful," Carr said. 
Carr's committee was chal- 
lenged to come up with events 
and displays that will get the 
Student body interested in the 
University's centennial. The 
goal is to have one event per 
month leading up to the official 
centennial date in November. 
Students have suggested 
concerts, student organization 
historical displays and special 
athletic events. 
A kick off event is being 
planned for January 2010 when 
students come back from win- 
ter break, but the specifics are 
still being decided 
Though six students are 
already brainstorming, Can- 
welcomes additional student 
input. 
"We are always open to stu- 
dent involvement," Can said. 
She recommends students 
contact Weiss or co-chair Kim 
Mcliroom if. they want to join 
centennial planning. 
The marketing and pubic 
relations subcommittee is also 
doing its part to build centen- 
nial buzz. 
"This year we want to create 
awareness," said TerTy Rentner, 
director of the school of com- 
munications and chair of the 
marketing and public relations 
subcommittee. 
Rentner said marketing 
and public relations is work- 
ing closely with the University 
Bookstore in getting centenni- 
al merchandise on the shelves 
next year and is hopeful the 
lit.Ml home page will also 
get people thinking about the 
•centennial. 
"The Web site will have a huge 
presence," Rentner said. 
Students can expect to see 
centennial banners with the 
slogan on them in spring 2009 
and merchandise in fall 2009. 
Rentner said they're also hop- 
ing to have billboards, special 
giveaways, a 100-year picture 
book and special stickers rep- 
resenting the University's 100 
years available for department 
letterheads. 
The Centennial Anniversary 
Commission will meet once a 
month starting Friday, Sept. 26. 
NEWS Flit PHOTO 
VOTER REGISTRATION: Volunteers from the Obama presidential campaign set up a 
field office in Bowling Green earlier this month. Their mission is to register as many potential 
college aged voters as they possibly can. 
OBAMA 
From Page 1 
to 29 crowd. 
But Obama is not the only 
one seeking out voters in the 
Bowling Green area. The McCain 
campaign recently announced 
it would be opening up its own 
field offices in Wood County and 
neighboring Lucas County. 
Focusing less on the campus 
crowd, the GOP campaign will 
concentrate more on the rural 
areas of Northwest Ohio that 
have been "a consistently strong 
voter block" for the Republican 
party, said Paul lindsay, a spokes- 
man for the McCain campaign. 
The areas in and around Wood 
County have indeed proven a 
successful area for Republicans. 
F.ven though Obama has a fund- 
raising lead over McCain over- 
all in Ohio McCain has raised 
nearly four times as much as 
Obama in the ibledo area. And 
Republican presidential candi- 
dates have won in Wood County 
in every election since Franklin 
Roosevelt. 
Whether or not Obama's 
youth appeal or McCain's solid 
pany base pay-off in Ohio will 
be seen on Election Day. The 
Presidential election will be held 
Nov. 4 and voters in Ohio must 
IK- registered by Oct. 6. 
BEAUTY 
From Page 1 
"We are looking to 
what helps facilitate 
community and 
academic success." 
Michael Gnfiel | Director Res. Life 
tower. 
"Students will once again 
hear chimes on-campus," 
Benner said. 
USG is also looking to place 
logos on the roads. 
Students can help with the 
"Campus Beautification" proj- 
ect by adopting an area to 
work on. 
"The grounds department 
does a great job, but we are 
open to anything the students 
would like to get involved 
with," said Director of Campus 
Services Duane Hamilton. 
Students can also volunteer 
to donate a tree and place a 
plague for their organization 
next to it. 
Throwing away trash in the 
appropriate places is another 
way students can help improve 
the overall look of campus. 
However, certain improve- 
ments have a different purpose 
behind them. 
"There are many memorial 
projects where donors donate 
to remember loved ones," 
Hamilton said. 
Campus Beautification 
will be in conjunction with 
the University's Centennial 
Campaign. 
"We are lucky with timing 
but there was a lot of push and 
being creative, but it looks like 
it's finally becoming a reality," 
VVaynicksaid. 
SMFRItlSCG 
cable cars 
are the only mobile national monuments 
ALL   CAMPUS 
Picnic & _ 
Campus Fest 
11:00am-3:00pm 
Friday, September 5, 2008 
University Hall Lawn 
Referral Award Bonuses • Request Maintenance On-Line • Free High Speed Internet 
YOUR TICKET 
TO A GREAT PLACE TO LIVE 
WINTHROP & 
SUMMIT TERRACE 
Kitchen Cabinets w/built 
in Dishwasher, and microwaves 
STOP BY AND SEE US 
Office: 400 E. Napoleon Rd. 
Hours: Mon. thru Th. 8-5:30, Fri. 8-5 
Sat. 10-2 & Sun. 12-3     • 
419-352-9135 
winth rop@gerdenkh.com 
www.winthropterrace.com 
NO   APPOINTMENTS    NECESSARY!!! 
2 Pools!!! • Private Shuttle to & from Campus! • Furnisher! or Unfurnished Units Available 
SPONSORS INCLUDE: 
Office of the President. 
Division of Student Affairs. 
Dining Services, 
Office of Campus Activities, 
Office of the Dean of Students, 
Coca-Cola, The University 
Bookstore, Kroger, and 
Bowen-Tnompson Student Union 
Offxe of Campus Activities is locatso* 
m 401 Bowen-Thompson Student Unwn. 
For more information on Campus fest 
or other ways lo Get Involved, 
[jlease contact us at (4191 372-2343 
<>t www bgsu edu^eunvotwd 
Over 300 Student Organizations 
Music by 88.1 WB6U & WFAL "Falcon Radio" 
Volunteer Agencies 
Local Merchants 
Carnival Games 
Caricature Artists 
Free Food 
-Office of Cam 
Division 1 SMwH MM™ 
RAIN OATS: Free Give-A ways 
Seotemtw 12. 2008 * 
>1,!Xtom-3;00pm. 
Univefyty Hall UtAm And Much More LL. BGSU. 
B2D 
www.h2o C4f- ufc&W .com 
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GETALIFE 
CALENDAR OF EVENTS 
Some everts taken Irani ewntsbgu edu 
8 a.m. - 9 p.m. 
Exhibit #1: Dr. Joe Jacoby 
Union Gallery Space 
8 a.m. -11 p.m 
Muslim Student Association 
Prayer Room 
204 Olscamp 
8 a.m. - 7 p.m. 
Tie Dye Thorn 
Union Table Space 
11:50 a.m.-12:30 p.m. 
H20 Prayer Meeting 
Prout Chapel 
4 p.m. - 5:30 p.m. 
FYSS Series: Hire Education 
206 Union 
6 p.m. - 950 pri 
The Back2School Xplosion 
Yard Show 
101 Olscamp 
6 p.m. - 8 p.m. 
Back with the Blue Yard 
Show 
Harshman Kreischer Basketball 
Courts 
7 p.m. - 9 p.m. 
NPHC Stroll Show 
Kreischer Basketball Court 
9 p.m. -II p.m. 
Megan Mooney Comedian 
202 Union 
9 p.m.-10:30 p.m. 
Monday Night Trivia 
Black Swamp Pub 
quote ol 
the day... 
"Guesswhal?lhavellaws. What 
are lhey? Oh I donno. I sing in 
the shower? Sometimes I spend 
too much time volunteering. 
Occasionally I'll hll somebody 
with my car. So sue me- no. 
don't sue me. That Is opposite 
the point I'm trying to make." 
- Michael Scott 
Keeping an eye 
on the healthier 
side of life 
Univ. offers a plethora of options for 
students who want to pursue better lifestyle habits 
By Justin Antill 
Reporter 
The University offers many facil- 
ities and programs on campus 
to encourage its students to live 
a healthy lifestyle. 
A lot of the health services 
on campus are provided by 
the Student Health Center, 
which has a staff of trained 
physicians to help students by 
giving the students a diagno- 
sis and prescribing medica- 
tions. The center also has its 
own pharmacy to receive the 
prescribed medications. 
The health center has a lab 
where blood count tests, mono 
tests, pregnancy test, urinalysis 
and rapid flu tests are done. 
"We are like your home health 
care provider, but a lot more," 
said Glenn Egelman. director 
and physician in chief. 
According to a survey of 343 
students conducted by F.gelman, 
98 percent of the students said 
they were satisfied with the ser- 
vice and 99 percent said they 
understood their diagnosis and 
were treated with respect. 
The health center ranked a 399 
of 400 quality points by a credit- 
ing agency, which shows that not 
only students are impressed but 
outside agencies are impressed 
with the center as well. 
"A vast majority say we exceed 
expectations," Hgelman said. 
The health center includes an 
insurance office which educates 
students about health insurance 
and transportation to Wood 
County I lospital if needed. 
The   Student   Recreational 
Center is another place where 
students can stay healthy by 
training for a sport or even just 
keeping in shape using the array 
of exercise equipment. 
The Rec also includes two 
pools, basketball courts, a track 
and even a rock-climbing wall. 
Students in search of equip- 
ment can find it in the pro shop. 
Another health conscious 
aspect on campus is theWellness 
Connection, which provides pro- 
grams such as peer education, 
alcohol and drug counseling. 
They also offer sexual education, 
sexual assault help, stress relief 
programs and many of the First- 
Year Success Series programs are 
encouraged for freshmen. 
"We are the educational pro- 
gram of the health center," said 
Faith Yingling, Director of the 
Wellness Connection. 
The Wellness Connection 
even provides HIV testing, peer 
education and a dietitian at no 
cost to students. 
Students can also keep the 
environment healthy in the 
Environmental Health Program. 
Professor of Environmental 
Health Chris Keil said stu- 
dents can train and focus on 
"protecting human health by 
making sure we have a safe 
environment." 
The students are educated to 
prevent illness and ensure safe- 
ty by working with local health 
departments to cover food safe- 
ty, water quality, air quality and 
waste management. 
"This is critical because it's all 
about preventing illness rather 
than airing," Keil said. 
Twenty-one is 
Initiative 
not working,' The Amethyst 
esto lower drinking age 
TIE DYE TOM 
Univ. of Texas president debates whether to sign The Amethyst Initiative 
By Andrew Kreighbaum 
Daily lexan 
University of Texas President 
William Powers has not yet 
signed on his name to a con- 
troversial document urging a 
lowering of the legal drinking 
age. He will not make his final 
decision without more campus 
discussion and input. 
The Amethyst Initiative, which 
was launched this lune by former 
Middlebury College President 
John McCardell, released the 
document Wednesday, which 
included the headline "Twenty- 
one is not working." 
One hundred university presi- 
dents from across the country 
signed the letter. The majority 
of the presidents are from small, 
liberal arts colleges, but the list 
includes the likes of Ohio State, 
Duke and Syracuse universities. 
Don Hale, University of Texas 
vice president for public affairs, 
said Powers became aware of the 
statement only last week, and 
he plans to introduce the matter 
to the Vice Presidents' Council 
next Thursday before making 
any decisions on the matter. In 
(he meantime, Powers will seek 
expert advice from several of 
the University of Texas faculty 
members familiar with issues of 
underage drinking and alcohol 
abuse among college students. 
Diana Dinitto, a social work 
professor at the University of 
Texas, said the idea of lower- 
ing the drinking age should 
be considered but any debate 
should also focus on responsible 
drinking, 
"I think part of the idea behind 
it is that if it's not illegal, then 
there might be less enticement to 
sort of push the envelope here," 
Dinitto said. "If it's legal, you 
don't need to take advantage of 
opportunities to drink in more 
advanced quantities." 
Dinitto said policy makers may 
want to combine a lower drink- 
ing age with laws that lower the 
legal blood alcohol level under 
which someone may operate an 
automobile. 
"You can't ever look at one pol- 
icy alone; you need to look at it in 
combination," she said. 
The   legal   drinking  age   is 
fl 
William Powers 
University of Texas 
president, debating 
The Amethyst 
Initiative 
decided on a state-by-state 
basis, but federal law calls for 
10 percent of highway funding 
to be withheld from any state 
with a legal age below 21. 
"If you can fight, you should 
be able to drink," public rela- 
tions freshman Christina 
DeFiore said, in reference to the 
U.S. armed services' enlistment 
age minimum of 18. 
DeFiore said the illegality of 
alcohol leads many of her peers 
to consume excessive amounts of 
alcohol during a short time frame, 
whereas previous generations 
practiced more moderation. 
"They did it in more of a social 
atmosphere, instead of binge 
drinking like we do," she said. 
Mechanical engineering senior 
DougYacek said illegal and often 
excessive drinking will always be 
part of the college mentality. 
i       CHARTING j    OUR   FUTURE 
|  BOWLING  GREEN  STATE  UNIVERSITY 
'                           STRATEGIC  PLAN 
Monday, Sept. 8 
8:30-11 a.m. 
6:30-9 p.m. 
Tuesday. Sept. 9 
8:30-11a.m. 
1-3:30 p.m., 
Cedar Point Center, 
BGSU Firelands 
MAKE PLANS TO ATTEND THE PREMIERE OF 
CHARTING OUR FUTURE WFEK. SEPT. 8-12 
Help shape the direction of BGSU. 
Faculty, stall and students arc invited to '.hare 
thoughts and ideas m a series <>l campus wide 
collaborative dialogues 
' *      ~^^HHHHM       BUM 
6:30-9 p.m. 
Wednesday, Sept. 10 
1:30-4 p.m. 
Thursday. Sept. 11 
1:30-4 p.m. 
Friday. Sept. 12 
11:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
All sessions in 202A Ballroom. 
Bowen-Thompson Student 
Union unless noted. Plan to 
arrive 15 minutes early. 
Go behind the scenes 
www.bgsu.edu/strategicplanning 
MHLOHMAN      "Hi BG NEWS 
SELLING TAPESTRIES: Tie Dye Tom watches over his tapestry tabernacle in front of the Union Tom encourages students to join cam- 
pus activities such as UAO Tom will be selling a variety of items for the next two weeks 
Students recycle old bikes 
through 'Razorbikes' program 
"It wasn't particularly because 
I was trying to save the plant. I was just 
trying to stop the madness." 
Mike Seithet I Associate director of UA Transit 
By Kimber Wenzelburger 
U-Wire 
A bicycle-sharing system for 
the University of Arkansas 
community was just an 
idea a year and a half ago, 
but now, 20 bikes later, the 
"Razorbikes" program is avail- 
able on the UA campus. 
Away to remove and revamp 
old bikes left sitting on cam- 
pus, as well as an "environ- 
mentally friendly" method 
for students to move around, 
Razorbikes is the brainchild of 
Mike Seither, associate direc- 
tor of UA Transit, and is jointly 
sponsored by the Associated 
Student Government. 
This free program places 
bikes on campus, and once 
students, faculty, staff and 
alumni register for the pro- 
gram, any Razorbike — dis- 
tinguishable by the tennis 
ball on the handlebar — can 
be  unlocked  by combining 
the user's pass-code with the 
three-digit number found on 
the bike decal 
Even though providing "sus- 
tainable" transportation is an 
important part of Razorbikes, 
Seither said, the program 
wasn't born with just the SU8- 
tainability aspect in mind. 
"It wasn't particularly 
because 1 was trying to save 
the planet," he said. "I was just 
trying to stop the madness." 
Still, though, members of 
the UA Applied Sustainability 
Center have expressed inter- 
est in Razorbikes. 
"We as individual people 
are definitely interested," 
said Jeff Rice, ASG program 
manager. "We're interested 
in supporting it and we want 
to see it become successful, 
even if that's as minor as us 
finding bikes to donate to 
the program." 
While UA Housing offi- 
cials generally collect aban- 
doned bikes once a year and 
deliver them to the Seven 
Hills Homeless Center in 
FayetteviUe, many of those 
bikes proved to be unusable 
and simply were thrown away 
by the center, 
Now, however, old bikes 
found left on campus are 
donated to Razorbikes and 
fixed up to become usable to 
the UA community. 
CSH4BKS 
Bowen-Thompson 
Student Union 
Multi Purpose Room 
Mon-Thur, August 25-28      8:00am-9:00pm 
Friday, August 29 8:00am-5:30pm 
PICTURE ID REQUIRED 
FORUM "Students will once again hear chimes on-campus." - Bryan Benner, Associate Vice President for Administration on restoring the bell tower as part of general campus improvements [see story, pg. 1]. 
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rfcvJr Lb ON   iHtblKttl   Who would be your vice-presidential running mate? 
"Myself. I know I'm 
the only person I can 
truery rely on." 
Dave Lux, 
Freshman, 
JlB Studies 
"Carmen Sandiego. 
She's been all around 
the world." 
Brandon Double, 
Freshman. 
Finance 
"Eric Cartman, 
because he's very 
funny but smart... he 
don't play no games." 
Ashley Strothers. 
Freshman 
Biology 
"Monica Lewinsky. 
She's already been in 
the White House." 
Jessica Wisler. 
Freshman. 
Undecided 
[\   VISIT US AT 
^   BGHEWS.COM 
Have your own take on 
today's People On The 
Street? Or a suggestion for 
a question' Give us your 
feedback at bgnewscom. 
Was it Batman forever, was the Joker wild, 
or was "The Dark Knight" just a good 
MARISHA 
PIETROWSKI 
COLUMNS 
My summer was pretty low-key 
(that's a euphemism for "I sat 
around and didn't do anything 
that special"!, and one of the 
more exciting aspects of that 
time was the arrival of what is 
one of the most commercially 
successful movies ever made: 
"The Dark Knight." 
Somehow, a fairly large 
chunk of my summer was spent 
revolving around all things 
"Dark Knight." Inly 18 was like 
Christmas morning. There was 
so much hype surrounding the 
film, generated from Internet 
Alternate Reality (lames (ARG) 
set up for the film, as well as 
Ian generated content (such 
as "Joker-izing" an image by 
drawing a red smile and black 
eyes on it, or altering animat- 
ed images from shows such as 
"Arrested Development" with 
the characters from the film. 
Yes, this is as ridiculous as 
it sounds). 
To me, it was impossible to 
avoid hearing about the film, so 
I bought into the excitement, 
and became fairly enamored 
with seeing the movie, and talk- 
ing about it with fellow fans. 
The peculiarity about my 
newfound Dark Knight enthu- 
siasm is that seven months 
ago, I didn't have much inter- 
Once Heath Ledger passed away in January, 
the hype over his portrayal of the Joker began 
to escalate. It seemed that everyone I knew 
was anticipating his role, and were even more 
curious to see Ledger's performance after his 
untimely death. 
est in the film. I had never 
seen "Batman Begins," the first 
film with Christian Bale play- 
ing Batman, and I was not in 
any hurry to see either of these 
films, simply because 1 did not 
find them appealing. 
However, once Heath Ledger 
passed away in January, the 
hype over his portrayal of 
the loker began to escalate. It 
seemed that everyone I knew 
was anticipating his role, and 
were even more curious to see 
ledger's performance after his 
untimely death. 
A July Variety magazine arti- 
cle even explains that Warner 
Brothers intended to scale 
back on the Joker's image after 
Ledger's death, stating they 
would "transition its market- 
ing materials to revolve more 
around Batman." Would people 
really want to see the perfor- 
mance that, according to gossip 
outlets, drove the actor to take 
(he sleeping pills he acciden- 
tally overdosed on? 
Apparently, Warner Brothers 
discovered Ledger's death did 
not deter people from seeing 
the film. In fact, as Variety states, 
"Batman, to be sure, is featured 
in ads, but he almost takes a 
backseat to his arch nemesis." 1 
can't help but wonder if Ledger's 
death in fact helped the film. 
Before I knew it, seemingly 
everyone I came into contact 
with had Batman fever. People 
were waiting in lines to see 
the film as soon as possible, 
and have seen it multiple times 
(such as myself). If one would 
listen to entertainment insid- 
ers and critics, Ledger's per- 
formance was something of 
legend, and after his death, it 
became speculated that the 
previously Oscar-nominat- 
ed Ledger could be the first 
posthumous winner in over 
thirty years. 
A friend of mine sent me a 
'Bumper Sticker' image on 
Facebook which reads "Until 
you see "The Dark Knight," our 
friendship is put on hold". It's as 
if seeing "The Dark Knight" was 
like a rite of passage or a similar 
epic event in life. 1 was baffled 
by this newfound obsession 
among what seemed like every 
person I ever came into contact 
with in my life in regards to this 
movie. I certainly could not 
remember these people going 
batty (yes, that bad pun was 
intended) over the "Batman 
Begins" three years ago. 
Maybe I'm reading into all 
of this too much. I need to 
ask myself "Why so serious?" 
(Alright, that was a bad joke, I 
apologize) and realize that "The 
Dark Knight's" record-breaking 
success may simply stem from 
being a quality movie that kept 
audiences entertained, even 
upon repeated viewings. 
No matter what happened 
to those behind the mask or 
the paint in real life (Christian 
Bale's now-dropped domestic 
violence charges against his 
mother and sister didn't exact- 
ly cause the movie to bomb 
either), people may have just 
been interested in the movie for 
the movie itself and the perfor- 
mances put forth by the actors, 
nothing else. 
However, speaking as a 
new convert to the Batman 
franchise, I wonder if I really 
would have cared all that much 
about "The Dark Knight" if 
Heath l-edger was working on 
a new movie right now. as well 
as others. Unfortunately, we'll 
never know. 
I know one thing for sure: 
whenever I see a pencil now, I 
cringe a little. 
- Respond to Marisha at 
thmewsQbgnews. com. 
STAFF EDITORIAL 
The BGSU 
main campus... 
a good fixer-upper 
Bowling Green has been 
described as a lot of things; 
beautiful is not one of them. 
Which is why we at The BG 
News commend the University 
and USG for focusing on the 
run-down and neglected cam- 
pus buildings and landscape. 
What prospective student 
wouldn't want to attend BGSU 
for the weathered quality and 
dim lighting of University Hall, 
or the flat treeless expanses 
that border the University like 
a concrete moat? 
Cleaning up campus doesn't 
only help make a lasting 
impression on prospective 
students, but also shows the 
University gives a damn about 
the thousands of people who 
work, eat, leam and live on 
campus every single day. 
It may never have rolling 
green hills, babbling creeks 
and dense forests, but BGSU 
doesn't have to be viewed as 
one big parking lot. 
By making small steps 
towards improving aesthet- 
ics on campus students may 
one day pride themselves on 
the quality of their learning 
environment. 
This year, more than a small 
step was made. As reported 
in today's issue of The BG 
News, Isee main feature pg.ll 
the University and USG have 
leap-frogged an emphasis on 
improving the University's 
image. As campus is again 
buzzing with students at the 
stan of a new year, it's looking 
better than ever. Flower beds 
are mulched, mounds cre- 
ated, sidewalks restored, roofs 
reshingled, electrical work 
repaired, handrails painted, 
trees planted, furniture and 
carpets replaced. 
Perhaps next year we can 
work at turning Lot 6 into a 
really pretty wind barrier. 
CALLING ALL COLUMNISTS AND 
CARTOONISTS!!!! 
Need a place to voice your opinions? The Forum 
section is looking for more people like you to write 
columns and illustrate for us. 
Just contact us at thenews@bgnews.com! 
ith the torch extinguished, what to do about the U.S. and China 
As the Beijing Olympics wrap 
up (and to be honest, I've been 
nined out since the U.S. won 
gold in women's beach volleyball 
last week) attention now turns 
to what kind of relationship the 
United States ought to have with 
the up-and-coming superpower 
that is China. 
The question of how the 
United States should now 
treat China post-Olympics ties 
directly to geopolitical questions 
raised long before China's own 
gold medal-winning gymnast Li 
Ning lit the torch at the opening 
ceremony two weeks ago. 
Controversy first arose over 
whether or not the United States 
athletes should boycott the 
Olympics in protest of the host 
country's  undemocratic  poli- 
cies. There was also the question 
of whether or not our tragically 
(or not so tragically) lame duck 
President should have made his 
unprecedented trip to China, 
becoming this country's first 
sitting Head of State to attend 
Olympic games held in anoth- 
er country. (Apparently he had 
nothing more important to do 
like running two wars or prevent- 
ing our ally Georgia from starting 
another one with Russia). 
At first. I was with those who 
felt we should have boycotted 
the "communist" state based on 
China's gross violations of human 
rights inflicted upon its own 
people, especially towards those 
who would criticize the authori- 
tarian policies of their govern- 
ment. This is not even men- 
tioning the communist regime's 
genocidal policies in Tibet and 
Sudan which sparked numerous 
protests the world over as the 
Chinese Olympic Torch bearers 
passed through hostile crowds 
in San Francisco, Iondon, and 
Paris, among other cities. 
SPEAK YOUR MIND 
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story? 
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor: 
■ E-mail us at thenews@bgnews.com. 
■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union 
Information Center. 
■ Call us at 419-572-6966. 
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall. 
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page. 
But after further thought on 
the issue, I've come to realize 
that the United States was in 
no position to stick a genu- 
ine and effective thumb in the 
eye of both its second larg- 
est lender and its second larg- 
est trading partner. (We trade 
with Canada the most, so the 
South Park guys might want to 
consider taking it easy on the 
"Canada on Strike" jokes). 
Now I'm not saying that if 
Michael Phelps had stayed home 
this summer we would have 
another war on our hands, but 
it would have been incredibly 
hypocritical of the U.S. to boy- 
cott the Olympics, thereby pun- 
ishing the American Olympic 
athletes who had been training 
and competing these last four 
years with everything they've got 
to compete for the gold medal, 
while maintaining the trade 
policies and bonowing practices 
that enable the Chinese govern- 
ment to act, however atrociously, 
without impunity. 
So if we as a country really 
want to put pressure on the 
Chinese regime, the United 
States needs to lessen its depen- 
dence on the money and goods 
we've come to depend on from 
So if we as a country really want to put 
pressure on the Chinese regime, the United 
States needs to lessen its dependence on the 
money and goods we've come to depend on 
from China. 
China through two policies. 
The first of these polices is 
protectionism — just enough 
to even out the playing field. 
Not an all-out embargo which 
would hurt both economies 
and improve nothing for the 
people of China. (Just look at 
how well this kind of policy 
has worked on Cuba. Has it 
improved the lives of the people 
there?) Rather the U.S. should 
adopt a system of tariffs that 
would account for China's poli- 
cies of currency manipulation, 
environmental degradation as 
China now exceeds the U.S. 
in carbon dioxide and other 
Greenhouse Gas emissions and 
of course worker's pay. 
With such policies in place, 
it might not be so difficult 
to find something made in 
America again. 
The other policy is fiscal disci- 
pline, which everyone seems to 
be in favor of until you get into 
the details of what it involves. 
According to the Treasury 
Department, as of April, 2008 
the Chinese government has 
purchased S502 billion of our 
debt, which accounts for almost 
20 percent of the debt we owe 
other countries. 
Washington's out of control 
spending and irresponsible tax 
cutting is not making matters 
any better. 
On the spending issue, we 
need to focus not on cutting the 
money we put towards educa- 
tion (which the Bush adminis- 
tration has been doing in recent 
years, making the long-term 
situation in this country's eco- 
nomic future worse) and those 
pesky  earmarks  that Senator 
FIND OUT WHAT BGNEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER YOU! 
McCain seems so obsessed with 
(which at $13.2 billion for this 
year is nothing compared to the 
trillion dollar presence in Iraq 
that he seems to want to con- 
tinue for a hundred years) but 
rather on corporate bailouts, 
Social Security, and especially 
Medicare, which in the end turns 
into a corporate bailout for drug 
and insurance companies. 
On the tax cutting issue, and 
this also involves those rebates 
practically everyone got just 
a while ago, we have to start 
looking at these cuts and refund 
checks as government-issued 
credit cards that will stick future 
generations with the burden of 
paying back the interest rates 
that China and the rest of the 
world will be expecting. 
Once we begin to look at the 
Chinese government not as our 
bank or our supermarket, but as 
an oppressively efficient model 
of authoritarianism mixed with 
corporatism, we may just have 
enough real leverage, economi- 
cally and diplomatically, to bring 
about real reform. 
- Respond to Sean at 
thenews@bgneivs.txim. 
TOP NEWS STORIES 
The site is updated daily 
with stories from the paper 
and online extras. 
BL06GING 
Check out the sports 
bloq for the latest in BG 
athletics 
ARCHIVES 
Miss something' Find 
artides and columns since 
2000. 
SPEAK YOUR MIND 
Comment on stories and 
columns, or send a letter 
to the editor. 
MULTIMEDIA 
Podcasts. audio 
slideshows and video 
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Sen. Kennedy, Michelle Obama kick 
off Democratic National Convention 
By David Espo 
The Associated Press 
DENVER — Democrats opened 
Iheir national convention yester- 
day, seeking peace in the family 
as they pursue victory in the fall 
for Barack Obama and his his- 
toric quest for the White House. 
An appearance by the ailing, 
aging Sen. Edward M. Kennedy of 
Massachusetts and a primerime 
speech by Obama's wife, Michelle, 
headlined the convention's 
first night. 
Yet the opening gavel fell with 
Obama and Hillary Rodham 
Clinton still struggling to work 
out the choreography for the 
formal roll call of the states that 
will make him — a 47-year-old 
senator bidding to become the 
first black president — the party 
nominee. 
"There is no doubt in anyone's 
mind that this is Barack Obama's 
convention," the former first 
lady told reporters. And yet, she 
said, some of her delegates "feel 
an obligation to the people who 
sent them here" and would vote 
for her. 
As the delegates took their 
seats in the Pepsi Center, Obama 
campaigned in Iowa, the first in a 
string of swing states he is visiting 
en route to Colorado. He arranged 
to watch his wife's speech on tele- 
vision later from Kansas City, then 
speak briefly to the convention 
via a huge TV screen. 
Public opinion polls made 
the race with Republican John 
McCain a close one, unexpect- 
edly so given a widespread desire 
for change in an era of economic 
uncertainty, continuing conflict 
in Iraq and poor approval ratings 
for GOP President Bush. 
Obama delivers his acceptance 
speech on Thursday at a football 
stadium, before a crowd likely to 
total 75,000 or more. Then he and 
Sen. Joseph Biden of Delaware, his 
vice presidential running mate, 
depart for the fall campaign. 
If the opening night's conven- 
tion program had a feel-good 
quality, not so the intensifying 
campaign outside the hall. 
Obama shipped a new com- 
mercial that used humor to depict 
McCain as an extension of the 
Bush administration, the latest 
in a series of negative advertise- 
ments by both sides. 
"Really can't explain the price 
of gas, or what has happened to 
the middle class," the announcer 
sings to the tune of Sam Cooke's 
"WonderfulWorld."With McCain 
and Bush appearing together on 
the screen, the announcer says, 
"Do we really want four more 
years of the same old tune?" 
While the White House is the 
biggest prize of the election year, 
prominent Democrats expressed 
optimism in Associated Press 
interviews, about major gains 
in the fall in races for the House 
and Senate. 
Traffic fatalities driven 
down by high gas prices 
Death toll reaches lowest levels since early 1960s 
CHARLES DHARAPAK     AP PHOTO 
TALKING THE TALK: Michelle Obama, wife of Democrat* presidential candidate. 
Sen. Barack Obama, D-III. stands at the podium in preparation for her speech later in the 
day as she tours the site ot the Democrat* National Convention m Denver, yesterday The 
Democratic gathering began yesterday evening. 
ay's remnants spread rain, storms across South 
Farmers could benefit from increased rainfall, providing much-needed relief after long-term drought 
By Sarah Larimer 
The Associated Press 
The remnants of Tropical Storm 
Fay spread over a wide swath 
of the South yesterday, bringing 
heavy rain and wind as fore- 
casters warned of possible flash 
flooding and tornadoes from 
Louisiana to Georgia. 
The rain could be good news 
for some, including farmers 
looking for a break from a long- 
term drought that stretches 
from parts of Louisiana through 
the Carolinas into Virginia. 
InHlorida.drenchedbyFaylast 
week, floods forced residents in 
northern parts of the state out of 
homes Sunday. Some residents 
started cleaning up yesterday as 
water slowly receded in places, 
while others saw swollen rivers 
continue to rise. 
As Fay ebbed, a new storm was 
brewing. The seventh tropical 
depression of the Atlantic hurri- 
cane season formed in the cen- 
tral Caribbean and was heading 
for the Dominican Republic and 
Haiti, the National Hurricane 
Center in Miami said. 
Thunderstorms, flash 
flooding and isolated torna- 
does were a possibility yes- 
terday from northwestern 
Georgia through Alabama and 
Mississippi to southeastern 
Louisiana, all due to remains 
of Fay, forecasters said. 
In Georgia, a family member 
said Fay's winds knocked an 
oak tree onto the Plains home 
of former President Jimmy 
Carter late on Saturday. One of 
the former president's sons, Jeff 
Carter, said both his father and 
his mother, Rosalynn Carter, 
were at home at the time but 
neither was hurt. 
The storm's remnants were 
likely to bring several inches of 
rain to Alabama, Mississippi, 
eastern Louisiana and 
Tennessee. Many hoped the 
storm could bring much-needed 
"We need something like this to 
recharge the soil. It probably won't be 
a total damage-buster." 
Andy Kula | Senior 1-orecaster 
relief from a regional drought. 
"We need something like this 
to recharge the soil. It probably 
won't be a total drought-buster," 
said National Weather Service 
senior forecaster Andy Kula in 
lluntsville.Ala. 
Rain was also reaching west- 
ern North Carolina's parched 
mountains. Meteorologist 
Doug Outlaw at the National 
Weather Service in Greer, S.C., 
said some areas of extreme 
southwestern North Carolina 
had gotten as much as an 
inch of rain as remnants of 
Fay moved in from northeast 
Georgia, where as much as 3 to 
4 inches had fallen. 
Fay made landfall a record 
four times in Florida before it 
was downgraded to a tropical 
depression late Saturday. The 
storm caused widespread flood- 
ing as it zigzagged across Florida 
for nearly a week. 
Fay has been blamed for 13 
deaths in the U.S., 11 in Florida 
and one each in Alabama and 
Georgia. A total of 23 died in 
Haiti and the Dominican 
Republic from flooding. 
President Bush declared 
four hard-hit Florida counties 
disaster areas. The declaration 
makes funds available for emer- 
gency work and repairs to gov- 
ernments in Brevard. Monroe, 
Okeechobee and St. Lucie coun- 
ties. More could be added later. 
By Joan Lowy 
The Associated Press 
WASII INCHON — Roll back t he 
clock to 1961: John I- Kennedy 
was inaugurated president. 
The Peace Corps was founded. 
The Dow lones industrials hit 
734. Gasoline reached 31 cents 
a gallon. 
And the number of people 
killed in U.S. traffic accidents that 
year topped 36,200. 
I hisyear.gasolinecTimlx'dovei 
S4 a gallon, and the traffic death 
toll — according to one study 
— appears headed to the lowest 
levels since Kennedy moved into 
the White House. 
The number is being pulled 
down by a change in Americans' 
driving habits, which is fueled 
largely by record high gaso- 
line prices, according to the 
Transportation Research Institute 
at the University of Michigan. 
The institutes study — which 
covers 12 months ending in April 
— found that as gas prices rose, 
drivingand fataliliesdeclined. The 
surprise, said Professor Michael 
Sivak, author of the study, was 
the huge decline in fatalities in 
March and April as gasoline pric- 
es surged above 53.20 a gallon. 
Cher the previous 10 months, 
monthly fatalities declined an 
average of 4.2 percent compared 
to the previous year. Then, Sivak'-. 
data shows, fatalities dropped 
22.1 percent in March and 17.9 
percent in April of this year — 
numbers that did not show up 
in a recent federal report that 
tracked a drop in traffic deaths 
through the end of 2007. 
The declines found by Sivak 
"There is something 
more than just the 
reduction in driving 
that has to be... an 
explanation..." 
iel Sivak | Author of study 
suggest that motorists reached 
what he calls a "tipping point" and 
have begun significantly chang- 
ing their behavior — altering no) 
only how much they drive, but 
where, when and how they drive. 
Sivak said early data for May and 
June show similar trends 
"There is something more than 
just the reduction in driving that 
has to Ix1 brought In as an expla- 
nation for the huge drop in fatali- 
ties." sivak said. 
If the pattern continues for the 
rest of this year, it would lead 
to "an unheard of improvement" 
in motor vehicle fatalities, said 
Sivak, who used data from the 
National Safety Council, National 
Center for Health Statistics and 
the National Highway Traffic 
Safety Administration. 
Sivak predicts that high- 
way deaths this year will drop 
below 37,000 for the first time 
since 1961 if the March and 
April trends continue. The gov- 
ernment motor vehicle death 
count for 1961 totaled 36.2&5. 
The number of highway deaths 
peaked in 1972 at 55,600, then 
generally declined over the next 
two decades. For the past several 
years, the number has hovered 
above 42,000 a year. 
PAU1SAKUMA     APPHOtC 
HIGH IS THE NEW LOW: High gas prices are posted at a Shei gas station n Calif This year, 
gasoline climbed higher, and the death tol appears to be the reaching the lowest in decades 
TUESDAY NIGHT SPECIALS! 
PHIICOAIE AC PHOTO 
HIGH WATER: Joe Mezzina removes a bile from his flooded bike shop in Tallahassee. Fla. Rain from Tropical Storm Fay caused his shop to 
flood when a nearby lake overflowed. 
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SIDELINES 
M 1 
VOLLEYBALL 
Falcons picked to 
finish fourth in East 
The BG volleyball team was 
picked to finish fourth in the 
Mid-American Conference 
East Division today in the 
MAC preseason poll. Miami 
was picked to win the division, 
with Ohio and Kent taking 
the No. 2 and 3 
spots, respectively. 
MEN'S SOCCER 
Team to hold 
open tryouts 
The BG men's soccer team 
is holding open tryouts for 
all current male BG students 
Today is the last day to try 
out. Tryouts are conducted 
on the men's soccer practice 
field on the west side of Doyt 
Perry Stadium from 5:15 
to 6:30 p.m. 
ONLINE 
The BG News 
Sports Blog 
Log on to The BG News 
Sports Blog today for more 
information regarding the 
football team's preparation 
for Pittsburgh. And for hockey 
fans, we'll have new links up 
from around the CCHA 
http://bgnewssports.com 
OUR CALL 
Today in 
Sports History 
1971—The New York Giants 
football team announces a 
move from the Bronx for New 
Jersey in 1975. 
1961-The Official 
International Hockey Hall of 
Fame opens in Toronto. 
1939-The Cincinnati Reds 
beat the Brooklyn Dodgers 
in the first Major League 
Baseball telecast 
The List 
If you haven't done your 
fantasy football draft by 
now. it's sure to be coming 
up soon. Today, we list five 
of the top players you 
should consider. 
1. LaDanian 
Tomlinson: He's usually 
the top pick in everybody's 
draft every year for his ability 
to pile up points from the 
running back position. 
2. Adrian Peterson: 
He set the world on fire in his 
rookie year and scored people 
a ton of fantasy points. Look 
to snatch him up if you can. 
3. Brian Westbrook: 
He accounts for roughly half 
of Philadelphia's offense, so 
he's going to get the ball early 
and often. 
4. Tom Brady: The 
Patriots' offense broke a ton 
of records last year, so Brady's 
a very safe pick. 
5. Randy Moss: With 
Brady throwing him the ball 
deep, Moss will get his fair 
share of touchdown catches. 
He could be the best receiver 
pick available. 
Women's soccer drops first match of year to Cincinnati 
te NEWS FILE PHOTO 
ROUGH BEGINNING: The BG women's soccer team gave up three goals in the first 50 
minutes of play in Saturday's 5-1 loss to Cincinnati. 
By Jordan Cravani 
Reporter 
After giving up three goals in the 
first thirty minutes of Friday's 
match against Cincinnati, the hole 
dug by the women's soccer team 
was just too deep to climb out of. 
"We gave ourselves a real moun- 
tain to climb at halftime which is 
why 1 am disappointed," said BG 
coach Andy Richards. 
"I understand that it was our first 
game of the season and so there are 
some things that happen there," he 
said, citing playing on a turf field 
and not having competed on such 
an intense level, as variables the 
team should have taken care of. 
"We gave ourselves a real mountain to climb 
at halftime which is why I am disappointed." 
Andy Richards | Coach 
H Gina Rossi Scored the Falcons' lone goal against Cincinnati 
The Bearcats were the first to 
strike in the match, putting them 
up 1-0, but BG's Gina Rossi, imme- 
diately followed up with a goal of 
her own following the kick-off after 
the Bearcats' goal. 
Although Richards was not par- 
ticularly happy with the early goal 
scored against his team, he was 
pleased with the quick retaliation 
by Rossi. 
"She has done a fantastic job this 
pre-season... she has basically put 
herself in the starting line-up about 
See SOCCER | Page 7 
One year late 
With his job secured, Tyler Sheehan looks to step hisgame up a notch 
ByChri,Volo.ehuk 
Sports Editor 
t a difference a year makes. 
Last August, it was uncertain until the 
of training camp who BG's start- 
quarterback would be. Anthony 
ncr. the starter In 2006, young backup 
hony Glaud and an unproven true 
homore named Tyler Sheehan were 
1 in competition to line up under center 
r the Falcons. 
For Sheehan, at least, k'aming the spread 
"I know a lot more of the offense than I did this time 
last year. I feel real comfortable with the offense." 
Tyler Sheehar I Qjarterbad 
offense was tough in the begtaninj 
"I remembtr kW year how hard practice 
was." Sheehan said. "The games seemed 
easJenhanrw 
But by1tfinBiof caron Sheehan had 
shown enough to earn the job. And he 
wouldn't wait long to show what, he could 
tkx In front of a hostile crowd at the 
Metrodome in the season opener, Sheehan 
led a pa* of lightning-quick scoring drives 
In the first quarter to help stun a heav- 
fly-favored Minnesota team. His finishing 
stat line told the story — 34 completions, 
388 yards and two touchdowns. He even 
caught a TD pass. 
And the Minnesota performance wasn't 
a fluke. For the season, Sheehan would 
throw for a Mid-American Conference 
East-best 3264 yards and 23 touchdowns. 
For his accomplishments, he was named 
Third Team AD-MAG In under a year, he 
went from a relative unknown to being on 
the radar of every BG opponent 
Ifs been almost a full year since he 
SeeSHKHAM|Paqe7 
USA basketball looking for 
sustained success in future 
By Brian Mahonay 
The Associated Press 
BEIJING — The 2008 Olympic cel- 
ebrations were barely under way 
and lerry Colangek) was already 
thinking about work. 
"They forgot this was a six-year 
commitment," USA Basketball's 
managing director said at the 
press conference following the U.S. 
Olympic team's 118-107 victory 
against Spain Sunday in the gold- 
medal game. 
Golangelo was joking, but he 
raises serious questions. 
How many of the best players on 
this team will be back for the 2012 
Olympics and does USA Basketball 
continue to require a three-year 
commitment from them? 
These players have served the 
time Golangelo required of them for 
the 2008 Games and are now free to 
enjoy their summers. 
But if the United States wants to 
stay on top after fighting so hard 
to get back there, Golangelo — or 
whomever replaces him — better 
hope some players are serious about 
playing again and willing to make 
another long-term commitment. 
The Americans can no longer 
afford to send anyone but their best 
and expect to win. 
A team with Kobe Bryant, LeBron 
lames, Dwyane Wade andanumber 
of other NBA superstars who had 
been together for three years was 
barely enough to get it done in the 
gold-medal game against a Spain 
team that won't be going away. Put 
injured point guard lose Calderon 
See HOOPS | Page 7 
Connecticutyouth ruled toogood to pitch 
DOUGHS HEALEY I APPHOIO 
GETTING SOME WORK IN: Jericho Scott. 9. of New Haven. Conn. warms up on the 
pitchers mound before the start of his little league game. 
By John Christoffartan 
The Associated Press 
NEW HAVEN, Conn — Nine-year- 
old Jericho Scott is a good baseball 
player—too good, it turns out 
The right-hander has a fast- 
ball that tops out at about 40 
mph. He throws so hard that the 
Youth Baseball League of New 
Haven told his coach that the 
boy could not pitch any more. 
When Jericho took the mound 
anyway last week, the opposing 
team forfeited the game, packed 
its gear and left, his coach said. 
Officials for the three-year-old 
league, which has eight teams and 
about 100 players, said they will dis- 
band Jericho's team, redistributing 
its players among other squads, and 
offered to refund $50 sign-up fees to 
See PITCHER | Page 7 
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PRODUCTION: Sheehan ihrew for 5.264 
yards and 25 touchdowns last season. 
SHEEHAN 
From Page 6 
opened so many eyes at Minnesota, 
and Sheehan's new track record 
of making plays has allowed him 
to retain his starting role and 
bring stability to the quarterback 
position that hasn't quite been 
there since Omar lacobs led the 
unit in 2005. 
And he's feeling much more 
comfortable in his role. 
"(Running the system's] com- 
pletely different than last year," 
Sheehan said. "I don't feel like 
every mistake 1 make could cost 
me my job and things like that I'm 
just back there having fun. As prac- 
tice goes on it keeps getting easier 
and easier." 
His being firmly in place under 
center, along with a much bet- 
ter-developed grasp of the spread 
offense, has also made life easier 
forthecoachingstaff. Passing game 
coordinator Troy Rothenbuhler 
said the game has slowed down for 
Sheehan since last year, and it has 
allowed for easier adjustments. 
"It's easier to make a tweak here 
and make a tweak there when a 
guy understands the system itself," 
Rothenbuhler said. "He does an 
outstanding job studying the game 
and just makes it easier and easier 
the more he learns." 
The job security has allowed him 
to work extensively on the more 
subtle parts of his game. At this 
time last summer, he didn't have 
as much time available due to the 
quarterback competition. 
His focus on things other than 
getting acquainted with the offense 
could pay dividends during the 
new season. He reads coverages 
and opposing safeties more easily 
than before, and he has a better 
knowledge of when to call audibles 
and apply the coaches' new play- 
calling wrinkles. He's even getting 
back to basics. 
"He's really focusing in on fun- 
damentals," Rothenbuhler said. 
"Once he not only knows the offense 
and the things we've adjusted, he's 
picked up well. But he's really gone 
to fundamentals, footwork and 
getting the ball out [quick]—being 
a good field general." 
Being so firmly in place has 
changed Sheehan's day-to-day 
approach on the practice field. He's 
become more vocal and has taken 
on more of a leadership role with 
teammates. 
"Last year, we had some good 
senior leaders and we lost some of 
those guys," Sheehan said. "Being 
a quarterback, I feel like I have to 
step up and get the leadership role. 
I land of go about my business that 
way, not only as an offense, but for 
the young quarterbacks, just trying 
to develop them as best as we can 
so our tradition continues, as far as 
quarterbacks." 
Even with a number of veteran 
offensive players having graduated 
and moved on, the bulk of the unit 
is back this season. Sheehan will 
have a number of familiar options 
available at the running back and 
receiver positions. 
Senior wideout Corey Partridge 
said the year of experience has 
made it easier to work together. 
"It's easier in the offseason all 
through the winter and the spring 
and the summer when the coach- 
es aren't around, and we're run- 
ning by ourselves just to get that 
timing down with one quarterback 
and not have to go with two guys 
and get used to each of them," 
Partridge said. "It's really fun to 
work with ISheehan] every day." 
Sheehan is now a year wiser and 
his job at the helm of the Falcon 
offense is secure. With a good 
knowledge of the playbook that 
wasn't quite there last August his 
confidence is way up. 
"I know a lot more of the offense 
than I did this time last year," 
Sheehan said. "I feel real comfort- 
able with the offense. 1 feel like on 
any play I can get us in the best 
situation possible and get the pro- 
tection in the best situation pos- 
sible. So knowing the offense is 
the biggest thing for me right now 
as an advantage that 1 have over 
last year." , 
Indeed, what a difference a 
year makes. . 
SOCCER 
From Page 6 
a week ago, probably before any- 
one else," Richards said. 
With the score evened at 1-1, it 
was a whole new game. 
"I would rather have that than 
0-0," Richards said. "It was a real 
change in momentum." 
But the Falcon's failed to 
further capitalize on that 
momentum as they were held 
scoreless for the remainder of 
the match and surrendered 
two additional goals. 
Defense did, however, pick up 
in the second half, as Cincinnati 
was held scoreless. 
"We put a flea in their ear at 
half time so to speak." Richards 
said. "We did play a little better 
second half." 
According to stats provided by 
Cincinnati, BG was bested by the 
Bearcats 15-0 in shot attempts 
the second half, but Richards 
believed the stats to be biased. 
"Never in a million years would 
some of those attempts be count- 
ed as shots on goal," he said, also 
noting a few attempts by his team 
Alexa 
Arsenault 
Goalie made a 
career-high 12 saves 
on Saturday 
would likely have been counted 
in another match. 
Despite beginning the sea- 
son with a loss, one positive to 
come out of Friday's match was 
several freshman being able to 
see action. 
Richards was impressed by 
freshman starter Leah lohnson, 
who was able to "generate some 
good offense for us," adding (hat 
all freshman who saw time in the 
match played with "enthusiasm 
and a desire to impress." 
Other rookies making their 
debut included: Megan Amann, 
Courtney Beinlich, Kelsey Kovacs 
andAryssaZuccaro. 
Defensively, Alexa Arsenault 
made a career-high 12 saves, 
playing all 90 minutes at the net. 
The Falcons will play their first 
home match on Sunday against 
Michigan State, beginning at 1 
p.m. at Cochrane Field. 
HOOPS 
From Page 6 
back on the court, and give you ng 
phenom Ricky Rubio a little more 
experience, and the Spanish have 
to feel good about their chances 
to defend their world champion- 
ship in two years. 
The Americans were unchal- 
lenged in their first two competi- 
tions with NBA players, starting 
with the Dream Team in 1992. 
But by 2000, that dominance was 
gone, with the U.S. barely hang- 
ingon foratwo-point victory over 
Lithuania in the semifinals of 
the Sydney Games. It was lost for 
good early in the decade, when 
the Americans lost three times on 
home soil in the 2002 worlds and 
three more times two years later 
in Athens. 
Thoseteamsihat lost were filled 
with second- and third-choices, 
after numerous players pulled 
out or simply declined the invi- 
tation to put on the USA jerseys. 
The group of players Colangelo 
selected gave their word and 
never thought about ditching 
their commitments. 
"I think this right here will be 
contagious and it will rub off on 
a lot of people," point guard Chris 
Paul said. T think guys will see 
how much fun we had and be like, 
'Man I want to be a part of that'" 
PITCHER 
From Page 6 
anyone who asks for it. They say 
Jericho's coach, Wilfred Vidro, has 
resigned. 
But Vidro says he didn't quit 
and the team refuses to dis- 
band. Players and parents held 
a protest at the league's field on 
Saturday urging the league to let 
Jericho pitch. 
"He's never hurt any one," Vidro 
said. "He's on target all the time 
How can you punish a kid for 
being too good?" 
The controversy bothers Jericho, 
who says he misses pitching. 
"1 feel sad," he said. "I feel like it's 
all my fault nobody could play." 
Jericho's coach and parents say 
the boy is being unfairly targeted 
because he turned down an invita- 
tion to join the defending league 
champion, which is sponsored by 
an employer of one of the league's 
administrators. 
Jericho instead joined a team 
sponsored by Will Power Fitness. 
The team was 8-0 and on its way 
to the playoffs when Jericho was 
banned from pitching 
"I think it's discouraging when 
you're telling a 9-year-old you're 
too good at something," said his 
mother, Nicole Scott. "The whole 
objective in lile is to find some- 
rhingyoure good at and stick with 
it. I'd rather he spend all his time 
on the baseball field than idol- 
izing someone standing on the 
street comer." 
League attorney Peter Noble 
says die only factor in banning 
Jericho from the mound is his 
pitches are just too fast 
"He is a very skilled player, 
a very hard thrower," Noble 
said. "There are a lot of begin- 
ners. This is not a high-powered 
league. This is a developmental 
league whose main purpose is 
to promote the sport." 
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VOLLEYBALL 
Falcons picked to 
finish fourth in East 
The BG volleyball learn was 
picked to finish fourth in the 
Mid-American Conference 
East Division today in the 
MAC preseason poll. Miami 
was picked to win the division, 
with Ohio and Kent taking 
the No. 2 and 3 
spots, respectively. 
MEN'S SOCCER 
Team to hold 
open try outs 
The BG men's soccer team 
is holding open tryouts for 
all current male BG students. 
Today is the last day to try 
out. Tryouts are conducted 
on the men's soccer practice 
field on the west side of Doyt 
Perry Stadium from 5:15 
to 6:30 p.m. 
ONLINE 
The BG News 
Sports Blog 
Log on to The BG News 
Sports Blog today for more 
information regarding the 
football team's preparation 
for Pittsburgh. And for hockey 
fans, we'll have new links up 
from around the CCHA 
http://bgnewssports.com 
Today in 
Sports History 
1971-The New York Giants 
football team announces a 
move from the Bronx for New 
Jersey in 1975 
1961-The Official 
International Hockey Hall of 
Fame opens in Toronto. 
1939—The Cincinnati Reds 
beat the Brooklyn Dodgers 
in the first Major League 
Baseball telecast. 
The List 
If you haven't done your 
fantasy football draft by 
now. it's sure to be coming 
up soon. Today, we list five 
of the top players you 
should consider. 
1. LaDanian 
Tomlinson: He's usually 
the top pick in everybody's 
draft every year for his ability 
to pile up points from the 
running back position. 
2. Adrian Peterson: 
He set the world on fire in his 
rookie year and scored people 
a ton of fantasy points. Look 
to snatch him up if you can 
3. Brian Westbrook: 
He accounts for roughly half 
of Philadelphia's offense, so 
he's going to get the ball early 
and often. 
4. Tom Brady: The 
Patriots' offense broke a ton 
of records last year, so Brady's 
a very safe pick. 
5. Randy Moss: With 
Brady throwing him the ball 
deep, Moss will get his fair 
share of touchdown catches. 
He could be the best receiver 
pick available. 
men's soccer drops first match of year to Cincinnati 
"We gave ourselves a real mountain to climb 
at halftime which is why I am disappointed." 
ROUGH BEGINNING: The BG women's soccer learn gave up three g 
minutes of play in Saturday's 5-1 loss to Gncimati 
als in the first 50 
By Jordan Cravens 
Reporter 
After giving up three goals in the 
first thirty minutes of Friday's 
match against Cincinnati, the hole 
dug hy the women's soccer tram 
was just too deep to climb out of. 
"We gave ourselves a real moun- 
tain to climb at halftime which is 
why I am disappointed," said BG 
coach Andy Richards. 
"I understand thai it was our first 
game ofthc season and so there arc 
some things that happen there,"he 
said, citing playing on a turf field 
and not having competed on such 
an intense level, as variables the 
team should have taken care of. 
•isrds | Coach 
Gina 
Rossi 
Scored the Falcons' 
one goal against 
Cincinnati 
The Bearcats were the first to 
strike in the match, pulling them 
up i-o. but BG'sGina Rossi, Imme- 
diately followed up with a goal of 
her own following the kick-off after 
the Bearcats'goal 
Although Richards was not par- 
ticularly happy with the early goal 
scored against his team, he was 
pleased with the quick retaliation 
by Rossi, 
"She has done a fantastic job this 
preseason ... she has basically put 
herself in the starting line-up about 
See SOCCER | Page 7 
One year later 
With his job secured, Tyler Sheehan looks to step his game up a note 
By Chris Voloichuk 
Sports Editor 
What a difference a year makes. 
Last August, it was uncertain until the 
end of training camp who BG's start- 
ing quarterback would be. Anthony 
Turner, the starter in 2006, young backup 
Anthony Claud and an unproven true 
sophomore named Tyler Sheehan were 
all in competition to line up under center 
for the Falcons. 
For Sheehan, at least, learning the spread 
"I know a lot more of the offense than I did this time 
last year. I feel real comfortable with the offense." 
Tyler Sheehan | Quarterback 
offense was tough in the beginning. 
"1 remember last year how hard practice 
was," Sheehan said. "The games seemed 
easier than practice." 
But by the end of camp, Sheehan had 
shown enough to earn the job. And he 
wouldn't wait long to show what he could 
do. In front of a hostile crowd at the 
Mcrrodorne in the season opener, Sheehan 
led a pair of lightning-quick scoring drives 
in the first quarter to help stun a heav- 
ily-favored Minnesota team. His finishing 
stat line told the story — 34 completions, 
388 yards and two touchdowns. He even 
caught a IT) pass. 
And the Minnesota performance wasn't 
a fluke. For the season, Sheehan would 
throw for a Mid-American Conference 
East-best 3,264 yards and 23 touchdowns. 
For his accomplishments, he was named 
Third Team AU-MAC In under a year, he 
went from a relative unknown to being on 
the radar of every BG opponent. 
It's been almost a full year since he 
See SHEEHAN | Page 7 
USA basketball looking for 
sustained success in future 
By Brian Mahonay 
T he Associated Press 
BED1NG — The 2008 Olympic cel- 
ebrations were bardy under way 
and lerry Colangelo was already 
thinking about work. 
"They forgot this was a six-year 
commitment," USA Basketball's 
managing director said at the 
press conference following the U.S. 
Olympic learns 118-107 victory 
against Spain Sunday in the gold- 
medal game. 
Colangelo was joking, but he 
raises serious questions. 
I low many of the best players on 
this team will be back for the 2012 
Olympics and does USA Basketball 
continue to require a three-year 
commitment from them? 
These players have served the 
time Colangelo required of them for 
t he 2008 Games and are now free to 
enjoy their summers. 
But if the United States wants to 
stay on top after fighting so hard 
to get back there, Colangelo — or 
whomever replaces him — better 
hope some players are serious about 
playing again and willing to make 
another long-term commitment. 
The Americans can no longer 
afford to send anyone but their best 
and expect to win. 
Ateamwith Kobe Bryant, leBron 
lames, DwyaneWadeandanumher 
of other NBA superstars who had 
been together for three years was 
barely enough to get it done in the 
gold-medal game against a Spain 
team that won't be going away. Put 
injured point guard lose Calderon 
See HOOPS | Page 7 
Connecticutyouth ruled too good to pitch 
rjOUfcUSHEALEY APFHole 
GETTING SOME WORK IN: Jericho Scott. 9. of New Haven. Conn, warms up on the 
pitcher's mound before the start of his little league game. 
By John Christoffarsan 
The Associated Press 
NBW ll/WFJN, Conn. — Nine-year- 
old lericho Scott is a good baseball 
player — too gCKKl.it turns out. 
The right-hander has a fast- 
ball that tops out at about 40 
mpli. 1 le throws so hard that the 
Youth Baseball League of New 
Haven told his coach that the 
boy could not pitch any more. 
When lericho took the mound 
anyway last week, the opposing 
team forfeited the game, packed 
its gear and left, his coach said. 
(ifficials for the three-year-old 
league, which has eight teams and 
about 100 players, said they will dis- 
Ixmcl lericiio's team, redistributing 
its players among other squads, and 
offered to refund $50 signup fees to 
See PITCHER | Page 7 
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PRODUCTION: Sheehan threw lot 3.264 
yards and 25 touchdowns last season. 
SHEEHAN 
From Page 6 
opened so many eyes at Minnesota, 
and Sbeehans new track record 
of making plays has allowed him 
to retain his starting role and 
bring stability to the quarterback 
position (hat hasn't quite been 
there since Omar lacobs led the 
unit in 2005. 
And he's feeling much more 
comfortable in his role. 
"IRunning the system's! com- 
pletely different than last year," 
Sheehan said. "I don't feel like 
every mistake I make could cost 
me my job and things like that. I'm 
just back there having fun. As prac- 
tice goes on it keeps getting easier 
and easier.'' 
I lis iK'ing firmly in place under 
center, along with a much bet- 
ter-developed grasp of the spread 
offense, has also made life easier 
for the coaching staff. Passinggame 
coordinator Troy Rothenbuhler 
said the game has slowed down for 
Sheehan since last year, and it has 
allowed for easier adjustments. 
"It's easier to make a tweak here 
and make a tweak there when a 
guy understands the system itself," 
Rothenbuhler said. "He does an 
outstanding job studying the game 
and just makes it easier and easier 
the more he learns." 
The job security has allowed him 
to work extensively on the more 
subtle parts of his game. At this 
lime last summer, he didn't have 
as much time available due to the 
quarterback competition. 
I lis focus on things other than 
gettingacquainted with the offense 
could pay dividends during the 
new season. He reads coverages 
and op|H)sing safeties more easily 
than before, and he has a better 
knowledge of when locall audibles 
and apply the coaches' new play- 
calling wrinkles. I le's even getting 
back to Ixisics. 
"He's really focusing in on fun- 
damentals,'' Rothenbuhler said. 
"Once he not only knows the offense 
and the things we've adjusted, he's 
picked up well. Hut he's really gone 
to fundamentals, footwork and 
getting the ball out Iquickl — being 
a good field general." 
Being so firmly in place has 
changed Sheehan's day-to-day 
approach on the practice field. I le's 
become more vocal and has taken 
on more of a leadership role with 
teammates. 
"last year, we had some good 
senior leaders and we lost some of 
those guys," Sheehan said. "Being 
a quarterback, I feel like I have to 
step up and get the leadership role. 
I kind of go about my business that 
way, not only as an offense, but for 
the young quarterbacks, just trying 
to develop them as best as we can 
so our tradition continues, as far as 
quarterbacks." 
Even with a number of veteran 
offensive players having graduated 
and moved on, the bulk of the unit 
is back this season. Sheehan will 
have a number of familiar options 
available at the running back and 
receiver positions. 
Senior wideout Corey Partridge 
said the year of experience has 
made it easier to work together. 
"It's easier in the offseason all 
through the winter and the spring 
and the summer when the coach- 
es aren't around, and we're run- 
ning by ourselves just to get that 
timing down with one quarterback 
and not have to go with two guys 
and get used to each of them," 
Partridge said. "It's really fun to 
work with [Sheehan] everyday." 
Sheehan is now a year wiser and 
his job at the helm of the Falcon 
offense is secure. With a good 
knowledge of the playbook that 
wasn't quite there last August, his 
confidence is way up. 
"I know a lot more of the offense 
than I did this rime last year." 
Sheehan said. "I feel real comfort- 
able with the offense. I feel like on 
any play I can get us in the best 
situation possible and get the pro- 
tection in the best situation pos- 
sible. So knowing the offense is 
the biggest thing for me right now 
as an advantage that I have over 
last year." 
Indeed, what a difference a 
year makes. , 
SOCCER 
From Page 6 
a week ago. probably before any- 
one else." Richards said 
Wit lit he score evened at 1-1, H 
was a whole new game. 
"I would rather have thai than 
0-0," Richards said. "Il was a leal 
change in momentum." 
But the Falcon's failed to 
further capitalize on thai 
momentum as they were Meld 
scoreless for the remainder ol 
the match and surrendered 
two additional goals. 
Defense did. however, pick up 
in the second hall, as Cincinnati 
was held scoreless. 
"We pui a flea In their ear at 
half time so to speak," Richards 
said. "We did play a little heller 
second half." 
According lo stals provided by 
Cincinnati, BCwaslx'stedbythc 
Bearcats 15-0 in shot attempts 
the second half, hut Milliards 
believed the stats lo lx' biased. 
"Never in a million years would 
some of those attempts be count- 
ed as shots on goal" lie said, also 
nodngatevv attempts by his team 
Alexa 
Arsenault 
Goalie made a 
career-high 12 saves 
on Saturday 
would likely have been counted 
in another match. 
Despite beginning the sea- 
son with a loss, one positive to 
comeout of Friday's match was 
several freshman being able to 
see action. 
Richards was impressed by 
freshman starter Leah lohnson, 
who was able to "generate some 
good offense for us," adding thai 
all freshman who saw time in the 
match played with "enthusiasm 
and a desire to impress." 
Other rookies making their 
debut included: Megan Amann, 
(lourtney Beinlich, Kelsev ki ivacs 
and Alyssa Zuccaro. 
Defensively, Alexa Arsenault 
made a career-high 12 saves, 
playing aU 90 minutes at the net 
The falcons will play their first 
home match on Sunday against 
Mulligan Slate, beginning al I 
p.m. atCcxhranc field. 
HOOPS 
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back on the court and giv e vi King 
phcnoni Ricky Hubioii little more 
experience, and the Spanish have 
to feel good about their chances 
lo defend their world champion- 
ship in two years. 
The Americans were unchal- 
lenged In their first two competi- 
tions with NBA players, starling 
with the Dream Team in 1992. 
Bui by2000, that dominance was 
gone, with the U.S. barely hang- 
ing on loratvvo poinuicloiv oui 
Lithuania in the semifinals ol 
iheSydnej Games, II was lost lot 
good early in the decade, when 
the Americans lost three times on 
home soil in the 2002 worlds and 
three more limes two years later 
in Athens, 
Thosetcanisihallosiucrefilled 
with second  and third -choices, 
after numerous players pulled 
out or simply declined the invi- 
tation IO put on the USA jerseys. 
The groin] ol players Colangek) 
selected gave their word and 
never thought aboul ditching 
their commitments, 
"I think Ibis riglu here will be 
contagious and ii will rub off on 
a lot of people," point guard Chris 
Paul said. "I think guys will see 
how much fun WB had and be like, 
'Man I wanl to be a part of thai. 
PITCHER 
From I 
anyone who asks for it They say 
Irrii'lin's coach, Wilfred Vidro, has 
resigned. 
Bui Vidro says he didn't quit 
and the team refuses to dis- 
band. Players and parents held 
a protest at the league's field on 
Saturday urging the league to let 
Icricho pitch. 
I le's never hurt any one,'' Vidro 
said, "lie's on targcl all the time. 
How can you punish a kid for 
Ixing too good?" 
The controversy bothers lei ii ho. 
vviio says he misses pitching 
"I feel sad," he said I feel like its 
allmv fault nobody could play" 
lericho's coach and parents say 
(he boy is being unfairly targeted 
because he turned down an im ita 
lion lo join the defending league 
champion, which is s|xinsured In 
an employer ofone of the leagues 
administrators. 
Icricho instead joined a team 
sponsored by Will Power I Itness 
The team was B-0 and on its nay 
io the playoffs when lericho was 
banned from pitching 
"I think its discouraging when 
you're idling a 9-year-old you're 
too good ai something,'' said ins 
mother, Nicole Scott "The whole 
objective In life is to find some- 
thing youre good at and stick with 
It id rathei he spend all his time 
on the baseball field than idol- 
izing someone standing on the 
stun comer." 
League attorney Peter Noble 
says tin' only laclor in banning 
leridw from the mound is his 
pitches are just too fast 
"He is a \crv skilled player. 
a \KT) hard thrower." Noble 
said there are a lot of begin- 
ners. Ibis is not a high-powered 
league. I his is a developmental 
league whose main purpose is 
to promote the sport" 
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HP Pavilion dv9819wm Entertainment Naeboo* 
Technology and fashion for your mobile, digital lifestyle 
.3GB ,„ ol 4GB, system memory fa, smooth performance 
.,60GB hard drive for your digital media' 
. AMD Tu„on™X2TL-62DualGo,e Mobile Processor 
for fast, powerful mobility 
.17» diagonal display b-high-defimtion movies 
and photos-' 
• Chal face-lo-face online with the 
integrated webcam:' 
HP Wireless Laser Mini Mouse 
Wireless technology for freedom ot movement 
-,'Rollback 
HP 
One mach 
4* 
#521215 Iblock) 
#521179 (pink). »521201(lu.qUo,» 
Deskjet F4240 All-in-One Printer 
J machine can do if dl-and save you serious money.
• Print, scan, copy Qnd fax-quickly and easily 
• ENERGY Wc^ipLdSt 
TK*^ *UM£?' 
p 
HP 20" Widescreen 
LCD w2007 Monitor 
n 
•501977 
• 20" diagonal viewing area 
> 16:10 widescreen aspect ratio-ideal for 
movies or viewing documents simultaneously 
1
 Great performance with 5-ms response time; 
1000:1 contrast ratio 
Integrated reor-facing speakers 
to reduce desk duller 
,524801, »524BH 
HP 60 
Black and Color 
Ink Cartridges 
»52'819 
HP Premium 
photo Paper 
;67 
s278'    $i597-$i868 
19 Available at     ■ WalmartXv 
More pages, great 
reliability, amazing value. 
Original HP. 
«15« 
4x6, 
glossy finish, 
100 sheets 
Save money. Live better. 
I 
Walmart.com/hp 
Price* valtd while supplies last See pioduct peckago for complete speculations and details 
4GB memory. Up to IGB may not be available due to 32-bit operating syitem resource requirements 
•For hard drives, IGB - > billion bytes Actual formatted capacity is lest 
High-definition content required lor HD performance   'Internet access requi'od and sold separately 
Bowling Green - 131 West Gypsy Lane, (419) 352-3776 
Copyright 2008 Hewlett-Packard Development Company. I P Ihe inlormotton contained heie.n is sub|»cl to change 
ithout notice   Ihe only warranties for HP products ond services are set forth in the express warranty statements 
ponying such products and services AMD Turion is o trademark ol Advanced Mkro Devices. Inc ENERGY STAR 
US registered trademark ol the United Slates Environmental Protection Agency , 
^Tuesday. August 26.2008 
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VVYCKOFE N.J. (AP) - If onl\ 
Goldilocks had a cockapoo. 
A 15-pound cocker span- 
iel-poodle mix named Pawlee 
scared off a mother bear and 
her two cubs Sunday morn- 
ing after they strayed into his 
owners' backyard. 
Whether his bark was worse 
than his bite, l'aulcc's tactic 
worked just fine. These three 
bears got the hint anil look off. 
"We had just let him out for 
the morning, and he ran into the 
yard and started barking his head 
off." owner Plan ()siason said. 
Osiason said her nine year 
old son, Jacob, went outside in 
see what the commotion was 
about, and came running back 
in to report there were bears In 
the yard. 
She was worried that the 
mother would come after Pawlee 
to protect her cubs, hut the pug- 
nacious pup, just eight months 
old. had other plans. 
His barking drove the two cubs 
up a tree, and they eventually 
climbed down and hopped over 
uppy love: 
Feisty puppy scares off three 
bears in New Jersey back yard 
"We had to let him 
out... and he ran into 
the yard and started 
barking his head off." 
Granite City 
POODi IIIIIWI NV* 
Now accepting 
applications for 
servers at 
Granite City 
Food & Brewery 
Experience required 
Apply in person at 
2300 Village Drive 
West. Maumee 
i 
£ 
■■ftrrmnnnrnnn. 
Fran Osiason | Owner 
a fence with their mother and 
retreated into the woods. 
Osiason said she. her son, 
husband Andrew and daughter 
Eden, six, have had Pawlee since 
he was about eight weeks old. 
She marveled at his fearlessness. 
"1 le's a little fur ball." she said. 
Northern New lersey seems to 
breed feisty pels: In 2006. a tabby 
cat named lack chased a bear up 
a tree in his West Milford yard. 
Bears are not uncommon in 
Wyckoff, but Osiason said her 
family has lived there for about 
10 years and had not seen any 
until Sunday. 
With Pawlee on guard, they 
might not see another one any- 
time soon. 
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Services Offered 
Southside Laundromat 
993 S Main St 
OPEN 24/7  FREE YFI 
Wanted 
Sigma Alpha Lambda, a National 
Leadership and Honors Organization 
with over 75 chapters across the 
country, is seeking motivated stu- 
dents to serve as founding 
otticers/members to assist in starling 
a local chapter. Contact Rob Miner 
at rjniner('?salhonors Qfg 
WANTED Garage near Wooster S 
Main St. intersecton tor motorcycle 
storage Will pay tor all year 
Contact Tony at 419-575-9456. 
Self-Defense 
Products & 
Alarms 
Amtrak train 
stranded 
without fuel 
More than 80 passengers 
were stuck for two hours 
SAN DIEGO (AP) — It 
was the little engine that 
couldn't — because it was 
thirsty for fuel. 
A quick train trip down the 
coast turned into a long haul 
for more than 80 Amtrak pas- 
sengers when their train from 
l.os Angeles to San Diego ran 
out of fuel Sunday night. 
Amtrak spokesman Cliff 
Cole said the train sat for 
about two hours on the north- 
ern edge of San Diego before 
another engine came along to 
push it the last several miles 
to the San Diego train station. 
The train, which had left Los 
Angeles at 8:30 p.m.. didn't get 
there until 1:15 a.m. yester- 
day, two hours late. 
A train running out of fuel 
is "an unusual occurrence." 
and Amtrak officials will be 
looking into how it happened, 
Cole said. 
Help Wanted 
'BARTENDING! up to S300/day. No 
exp. necessary Training provided 
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174 
Are you looking tor a |ob with a flexi- 
ble schedule? The Pampered Chet 
is looking for Sales Consultants 
No experience needed 
E-mail, bntlany <<wenet org 
Child care center now hiring care 
givers for days, eves & weekends 
Send resume or apply in person at 
3150 Bostwick.Levis Commons. 
Perrysburg. OH 
mfoC* kidzwatch.net. 
www.kidzwatch.net 
Hiring servers, experience desired 
but not required. Apply in person at 
Johnny Rockets. 
4115 Levis Commons. Perrysburg. 
Now Hiring. Part-lime - runners, 
supervisors & stand workers. 
Call Rob at 419-372-7102 
Part time sitter needed tor one 12 yr 
old girl, in my Perrysburg home be- 
ginning Fall 08 Must be flexible. 
Call for more info (917)903-1754 
Proofreader Positions Avail - S8/tir, 
Fast growing, dynamic market 
research firm w/ fun office enyir. 
needs PT proofreaders. Evening 
and weekend hours avail. Requires 
high standards, an eye for detail. 
excellent gen computer and e-mail 
knowledge; strong exp. in Excel. 
Word and Outlook a plus 
Interested candidates please e-ma'l 
resume and availability immed. to: 
info@intelli-shop.com 
The Daily Crossword Fix 
brought to you by 
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ACROSS 
1 Present 
2 False god 
3 Voting unit 
4 River bottom 
5 Swift descents 
6 Pay-stub figure 
7 Goofs 
8 Big stick, e.g. 
9 Female prison monitors 
10 Like many campus halls 
11 Broadway "Producer" 
12 Capri or Man 
13 Part of a wineglass 46 
18 Repetitive slogan 47 
23 Bivouac shelter 48 
25 Despise 49 
26 Quaking tree 51 
27 Mockery 52 
28 Tour successfully? 
29 French topper 53 
31 Kind ot drum 54 
32 Standish's competition 57 
34 Matinee idol 
37 Constricting serpents 
38 Weakling 
40 Rattling noise 
41 Expressed disapproval 
44 Whirtybird 
Employ once again 
_ del Sol 
Hacks 
Competent 
Late night comic 
Paycheck deduction 
fig- 
Villainous 
Ties the knot 
Eminem's genre 
1  Barry, Maurice or Robin 
5 Tool or wood follower 
9 Skimpy skirts 
14 Run in neutral 
15 Had on 
16 Hold it, sailor! 
17 Mall neighborhood? 
19 Proof of ownership 
20 Thoughtful letters 
21 Mount 
22 Alter a skirt's length again 
23 Bugler's farewell 
24 Valerie Harper sitcom 
26 2004 Olympics site 
29 Cereal fiber 
30 Cagers' org. 
33 Church honoree 
34 Convenes 
35 Online yuks 
36 Green stroke 
37 Carried along 
38 Magic stick 
39 Tolkien tree 
40 Wish for excessively 
41 Self-indulgent spree 
42 Final degree 
43 Cafe au _ 
44 Lure 
45 Eradicate 
47 Farm building 
48 Insertion mark 
50 Incline 
52 Hardly any 
55 Circa 
56 Lincoln's maiden voyage? 
58 World-weary 
59 Starter chips 
60 Corrosive stuff 
61 Passover meal 
62 Surf sound 
63 Chums 
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$5.00 Meal 
— Special Today! — 
Includes entree and drink 
Offer Valid 4 22 08 
Must Present Coupon 
(NOT VALID W/ OTHER OFFERS) 
MEXICAN GRILL 
419.353.7200 
Bowling Green 
129 S. Main St. 
Tel: 419.353.7200 
Fax: 419.354.7206 
For Sale 
Rummage Sale-1st Christian Chrch, 
corner of Haskins & Poe. 
WED - 8/27 - 5-8pm„ 
Thurs/Friday - 9-3. Fri -S2 bag day. 
For Rent 
1 BRapt. 10 1/2 Ridge St, 
block from campus. S400/mo. 
2 BRapt, 156 1/2 S. College, 
A/C. W/D. S650/mo. 
Call 419-308-1733 
312 N Enterprise 
3 Irg bdrm. C/A, all appl inc. 
Clean S950/mo, 419-352-5882 
For Rent For Rent 
3 bdrm. house avail 8/15/08. 
S275 per person + util. Close to 
BGSU. Off St. prk AC/WD. 
Call 419-601 -3225 or 419-352-4773 
3 BR house w/ W/D S A/C, 
private parking avail 
Call 419-354-9740 
3 BR house, brand-new in nice 
residential w/ full basement 
S1400/mo. Call 419-308-2457. 
3-4 BR house w/lrg liv rm, deck oft 
back, close to campus, S950/mo 
Lrg 2 BR duplex, deck off back, 
quiet 8. cozy, S525/m'o. 
Call 419-654-5716 
832 Third St, 5 blks from campus. 
3 BR, 1 bath, fenced in back yard 
Window A/C. 
$8407mo.+ util Call 419-392-2812 
COZY, clean, quiet 1 BR apt, 
2nd floor, ideal for grad student. 
Non-smoking. S395/mo * util. 
Quiet, clean t BR apt. west side BG. 
non-smoking, S495/mo. inpl. heat. 
Call 419-352-2104 
Ideal for faculty/staff/sm lam. 
3BR. h/w floors, stained glass, hist, 
C/A, appl, non-smoking, ref. $869. 
Call 419-261-2038. 
Rm/Suite in BG home, non-smoker, 
$400/mo. util, internet, laundry incl. 
Call 419-575-6942 
EEK! 
Interested in Greek Life at BGSU? 
Come meet the members of BGSU's 44 
fraternities and sororities and get more 
information 
GREEK CARNIVAL 
Tuesday, August 26th 
llam-2pm 
Outside the BG Student Union 
352-7800 
- HAPPY HOUR 5PM-7PM — 
FREE POOL TILL 7 
1/S PRICED APPETIZERS 
S2 DOMESTICS & $1 OFF ALL DRAFTS 
$2 TUESDAYS ALL NIGHT 
o $2 Domestic Bottles 
o Wells, 
o Most Calls 
o All Drafts Except Guinness 
o 2 for 1 Burgers 
Saturday, August 30 
Thrills and Chills @ Cedar Point 
Cedar Point, Sandusky, OH 
Want to go to Cedar 
Point? Come to the 
Office of the Dean of 
Students (301BTSU), to 
buy a $35.00 discount 
ticket. You must buy 
your ticket by 12 p.m. 
on Wednesday, August 
27. Shuttles will leave 
BGSU at 9 a.m. and 
return to BGSU at 
approximately 10 p.m. 
BGSU 
Sponsored by Orientation and First Year Programs 
